These custom engineered, "Plug-n-Work" Power Driver systems are delivered to your bolt-on specifications with a 9-pin connector and a suggested PLC code in your language for immediate functionality. Typical requirements are two (2) four-way valves, four inputs and three outputs. Our machine building customers love our modular components because they can mount and control—a convenience that saves time and money.

The **Standard** Features

1. Linear Shafting
2. Visumatic Internal Cylinders
3. Mounting Plate
4. Independent Bit Stroke
5. Visumatic Nosepiece Assembly
6. Model 94 Automatic Screwfeeder
7. Decelerators (Top and Bottom)
8. "Plug-n-Work" Manifold
9. Your Favorite Driver Tool

The **Advant-Edge**

10. Tremendous Z-axis bearing surface provides functionality that wears like iron. *Built better.*
11. The nosepiece stroke moves independently of the bit stroke. Each axis is measurable resulting in a high quality cycle every time.
12. Reliable Visumatic internal cylinders have the longest, most accurate duty cycle *by design.*
13. Customer-specified bolt hole pattern puts your engineers in control of your machine.
14. Visumatic nospeices are designed to fit your screw AND part. Counterbores, flats or bosses—your parts dictate our design.
15. One moving mechanism + zero adjustments = great performance!
16. The stroke is smooth, accurate and designed to stay that way.
17. Integral manifold simplifies plumbing, no hassle, easy maintenance.
18. Your choice of pneumatic, AC or DC electric drivers to fit your need — "maintenance familiar."
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